While modern deep neural networks (DNNs) achieve state-of-the-art results for illuminant estimation, it is currently necessary to train a separate DNN for each type of camera sensor. This means when a camera manufacturer uses a new sensor, it is necessary to retrain an existing DNN model with training images captured by the new sensor. This paper addresses this problem by introducing a novel sensor-independent illuminant estimation framework. Our method learns a sensor-independent working space that can be used to canonicalize the RGB values of any arbitrary camera sensor. Our learned space retains the linear property of the original sensor raw-RGB space and allows unseen camera sensors to be used on a single DNN model trained on this working space. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach on several different camera sensors and show it provides performance on par with state-of-the-art methods that were trained per sensor.
Introduction and Motivation
Color constancy is the constant appearance of object colors under different illumination conditions [26] . Human vision has this illumination adaption ability to recognize the same object colors under different scene lighting [39] . Camera sensors, however, do not have this ability and as a result, computational color constancy is required to be applied onboard the camera. In a photography context, this procedure is typically termed white balance. The key challenge for computational color constancy is the ability to estimate a camera sensor's RGB response to the scene's illumination. Illumination estimation, or auto white balance (AWB), is a fundamental procedure applied onboard all cameras and is critical in ensuring the correct interpretation of scene colors.
Computational color constancy can be described in terms of the physical image formation process as follows. Let I = {I r , I g , I b } denote an image captured in the linear raw-RGB space. The value of each color channel c = {R, G, B} for a pixel located at x in I is given by the following equation [9] : Figure 1 : A scene captured by two different camera sensors results in different ground truth illuminants due to different camera sensor responses. We learn a device-independent working space that reduces the difference between ground truth illuminants of the same scenes.
where γ is the visible light spectrum (approximately 380nm to 780nm), ρ(·) is the illuminant spectral power distribution, R(·) is the captured scene's spectral reflectance properties, and S(·) is the camera sensor response function at wavelength λ . The problem can be simplified by assuming a single uniform illuminant in the scene as follows:
where c is the scene illuminant value of color channel c. A standard approach to this problem is to use a linear model (i.e., a 3×3 diagonal matrix) such that R = G = B (i.e., white illuminant). Typically, is unknown and should be defined to obtain the true objects' body reflectance values R in the input image I. The value of is specific to the camera sensor response function S(·), meaning that the same scene captured by different camera sensors results in different values of . Fig. 1 shows an example.
Illuminant estimation methods aim to estimate the value from the sensor's raw-RGB image. Recently, deep neural network (DNN) methods have demonstrated state-of-the-art results for the illuminant estimation task. These approaches, however, need to train the DNN model per camera sensor. This is a significant drawback. When a camera manufacturer decides to use a new sensor, the DNN model will need to be retrained on a new image dataset captured by the new sensor. Collecting such datasets with the corresponding groundtruth illuminant raw-RGB values is a tedious process. As a result, many AWB algorithms deployed on cameras still rely on simple statistical-based methods even though the accuracy is not comparable to those obtained by the learning-based methods [2] .
Contribution In this paper, we introduce a sensor-independent learning framework for illuminant estimation. The idea is similar to the color space conversion process applied onboard cameras that maps the sensor-specific RGB values to a perceptual-based color space -namely, CIE XYZ. The color space conversion process estimates a color space transform (CST) matrix to map white-balanced sensor-specific raw-RGB images to CIE XYZ [35, 44] . This process is applied onboard cameras after the illuminant estimation and white-balance step, and relies on the estimated scene illuminant to compute the CST matrix [15] . Our solution, however, is to learn a new space that is used before the illuminant estimation step. Specifically, we design a novel unsupervised deep learning framework that learns how to map each input image, captured by arbitrary camera sensor, to a non-perceptual sensorindependent working space. Mapping input images to this space allows us to train our model using training sets captured by different camera sensors, achieving good accuracy and generalizing well for unseen camera sensors, as shown in Fig. 2 . Our method can be trained on images captured by different camera sensors and generalizes well for unseen camera sensors. Shown images are rendered in the sRGB color space by the camera imaging pipeline in [35] to aid visualization.
Related Work
We discuss two areas of related work: (i) illumination estimation and (ii) mapping camera sensor responses.
Illumination Estimation
As previously discussed, illuminant estimation is the key routine that makes up a camera's AWB function. Illuminant estimation methods aim to estimate the illumination in the imaged scene directly from a raw-RGB image without a known achromatic reference scene patch. We categorize the illuminant estimation methods into two categories, which are: (i) sensorindependent methods and (ii) sensor-dependent methods.
Sensor-Independent Methods These methods operate using statistics from an image's color distribution and spatial layout to estimate the scene illuminant. Representative statisticalbased methods include: Gray-World [14] , White-Patch [13] , Shades-of-Gray [21] , Gray-Edges, and PCA-based Bright-and-Dark Colors [16] . These methods are fast and easy to implement; however, their results are not always satisfactory.
Sensor-Dependent Methods
Learning-based models outperform statistical-based methods by training sensor-specific models on training examples provided with the labeled images with ground-truth illumination obtained from physical charts placed in the scene with achromatic reference patches. These training images are captured with the sensor make and model being trained. Representative examples include Bayesian-based methods [12, 29, 45] , gamut-based methods [23, 25, 31] , exemplar-based methods [5, 30, 34] , bias-correction methods [2, 19, 20] , and, more recently, DNN methods [7, 8, 33, 38, 42, 46] , including few-shot learning [40] . The obvious drawback of these methods is that they do not generalize well for arbitrary camera sensors without retraining/fine-tuning on samples captured by testing camera sensor. Our learning method, however, is explicitly designed to be sensorindependent and generalizes well for unseen camera sensors without the need to retrain/tune our model. Figure 3 : Our proposed method consists of two networks: (i) a sensor mapping network and (ii) an illuminant estimation network. Our networks are trained jointly in an end-toend manner to learn an image-specific mapping matrix (resulting from the sensor mapping network) and scene illuminant in the learned space (resulting from the illuminant estimation network). The final estimated illuminant is produced by mapping the result illuminant from our learned space to the input image's camera-specific raw space.
Mapping Camera Sensor Responses
Another research topic related to our work is mapping camera raw-RGB sensor responses to a perceptual color space. This process is applied onboard digital cameras to map the captured sensor-specific raw-RGB image to a standard device-independent "canonical" space (e.g., CIE XYZ) [35, 44] . Usually this conversion is performed using a 3×3 matrix and requires an accurate estimation of the scene illuminant [15] . It is important to note that this mapping to CIE XYZ requires that white-balance procedure first be applied. As a result, it is not possible to use CIE XYZ as the canonical color space to perform illumination estimation.
Work by Nguyen et al. [41] studied several transformations to map responses from a source camera sensor to a target camera sensor, instead of mapping to a perceptual space. In their study, a color rendition reference chart is captured by both source and target camera sensors in order to compute the raw-to-raw mapping function. Learning a mapping transformation between responses of two different sensors is also adapted in [27] . While our approach is similar in this goal, the work in [27, 41] has no mechanism to map an unseen sensor to a canonical working space without explicit calibration.
3 Proposed Method Fig. 3 provides an overview of our framework. Our method accepts thumbnail (150×150 pixels) linear raw-RGB images, captured by an arbitrary camera sensor, and estimates scene illuminant RGB vectors in the same space of input images.
We rely on color distribution of input thumbnail image I to estimate an image-specific transformation matrix that maps the input image to our working space. This mapping allows us to accept images captured by different sensors and estimate scene illuminant values in the original space of input images.
We begin with the formulation of our problem followed by a detailed description of our framework components and the training process. Note that we will assume input raw-RGB images are represented as 3×n matrices, where n = 150×150 is the total number of pixels in the thumbnail image and the three rows represent the R, G, and B values.
Problem Formulation
We propose to work in a new learned space for illumination estimation. This space is sensorindependent and retains the linear property of the original raw-RGB space. To that end, we introduce a learnable 3×3 matrix M M M that maps an input image I from its original sensorspecific space to a new working space. We can reformulate Eq. 2 as follows:
where diag(·) is a diagonal matrix and M M M is a learned matrix that maps arbitrary sensor responses to a sensor-independent space. Given a mapped image I m = M M MI in our learned space, we aim to estimate the mapped vector m = M M M that represents the scene illumination values of I m in the new space. The original scene illuminant (represented in the original sensor raw-RGB space) can be reconstructed by the following equation:
RGB-uv Histogram Block
Prior work has shown that the illumination estimation problem is related primarily to the image's color distribution [7, 16] . Accordingly, we use the image's color distribution as an input for our method. Representing the image using a full 3D RGB histogram requires significant amounts of memory -for example, a 256 3 RGB histogram requires more than 16 million entries. Down-sampling the histogram -for example, to 64-bins -still requires a considerable amount of memory. Our method relies on the RGB-uv histogram feature used in [1] . This feature represents the image color distribution in the log of chromaticity space [18] . Unlike the original RGBuv feature, we use two learnable parameters to control the contribution of each color channel in the generated histogram and the smoothness of histogram bins. Specifically, the RGB-uv histogram block represents the color distribution of an image I as a three-layer histogram H(I) represented as an m×m× 3 tensor. The produced histogram H(I) is parameterized by uv and computed as follows:
where i = {1, ..., n}, c ∈ {1, 2, 3} represents each color channel in H, ε is a small positive constant added for numerical stability, and s c and σ c are learnable scale and fall-off parameters, respectively. The scale factor s c controls the contribution of each layer in our histogram, while the fall-off factor σ c controls the smoothness of the histogram's bins of each layer. The values of these parameters (i.e., s c and σ c ) are learned during the training phase.
Network Architecture
As shown in Fig. 3 , our framework consists of two networks: (i) a sensor mapping network and (ii) an illuminant estimation network. The input to each network is the RGB-uv histogram feature produced by our histogram block. The sensor mapping network accepts an RGB-uv histogram of a thumbnail raw-RGB image I in its original sensor space, while the illuminant estimation network accepts RGB-uv histograms of the mapped image I m to our learned space. In our implementation, we use m = 61 and each histogram feature is represented by a 61×61×3 tensor. We use a simple network architecture for each network. Specifically, each network consists of three conv/ReLU layers followed by a fully connected (fc) layer. The kernel size and stride step used in each conv layer are shown in Fig. 3 .
In the sensor mapping network, the last fc layer has nine neurons. The output vector v v v of this fc layer is reshaped to construct a 3×3 matrix V V V , which is used to build M M M as described in the following equation:
where |·| is the modulus (absolute magnitude), · 1 is the matrix 1-norm, and ε is added for numerical stability. The modulus step is necessary to avoid negative values in the mapped image 
Training
We jointly train our sensor mapping and illuminant estimation networks in an end-to-end manner using the adaptive moment estimation (Adam) optimizer [36] with a decay rate of gradient moving average β 1 = 0.85, a decay rate of squared gradient moving average β 2 = 0.99, and a mini-batch with eight observations at each iteration. We initialized both network weights with Xavier initialization [32] . The learning rate was set to 10 −5 and decayed every five epochs.
We adopt the recovery angular error (referred to as the angular error) as our loss function [22] . The angular error is computed between the ground truth illuminant and our estimated illuminantˆ m after mapping it to the original raw-RGB space of training image I. The loss function can be described by the following equation:
where · is the Euclidean norm, and (·) is the vector dot-product. As the values of M M M are produced by the sensor mapping network, there is a possibility of producing a singular matrix output. In this case, we add small offset N (0, 1)×10 −4 to each parameter in M M M to make it invertible.
At the end of the training process, our framework learns an image-specific matrix M M M that maps an input image taken by an arbitrary sensor to the learned space. Fig. 4 shows an example of three different camera responses capturing the same set of scenes. As shown in Fig. 4-(A) , the estimated illuminants of these sensors are bounded in the learned space. These illuminants are mapped back to the original raw-RGB sensor space of the corresponding input images using Eq. 4. As shown in Fig. 4-(B) and Fig. 4-(C) , our final estimated illuminants are close to the ground truth illuminants of each camera sensor.
Experimental Results
In our experiments, we used all cameras of three different datasets, which are: (i) NUS 8-Camera [16] , (ii) Gehler-Shi [29] , and (iii) Cube+ [6] datasets. In total, we have 4,014 raw-RGB images captured by 11 different camera sensors.
We followed the leave-one-out cross-validation scheme to evaluate our method. Specifically, we excluded all images captured by one camera for testing and trained a model with the remaining images. This process was repeated for all cameras. We also tested our method on the Cube dataset. In this experiment, we used a trained model on images from the NUS and Gehler-Shi datasets, and excluded all images from the Cube+ dataset. The calibration objects (i.e., X-Rite color chart or SpyderCUBE) were masked out in both training and testing processes.
Unlike results reported by existing learning methods which use three-fold cross-validation for evaluation, our reported results were obtained by models that were not trained on any example of the testing camera sensor.
In Tables 1-2 , the mean, median, best 25%, and the worst 25% of the angular error between our estimated illuminants and ground truth are reported. The best 25% and worst 25% are the mean of the smallest 25% angular error values and the mean of the highest 25% angu- Table 1 : Angular errors on the NUS 8-Cameras [16] and Gehler-Shi [29] datasets. Methods highlighted in gray are trained/tuned for each camera sensor (i.e., sensor-specific models). The lowest errors are highlighted in yellow. NUS [6] . Methods highlighted in gray are trained/tuned for each camera sensor (i.e., sensor-specific models). The lowest errors are highlighted in yellow. Table 3 : Angular and reproduction angular errors [24] on the Cube+ challenge [4] . The methods are sorted by the median of the errors (shown in bold), as ranked in the challenge [4] . Methods highlighted in gray are sensor-specific models. We show our results w/wo training on Cube+ dataset. The lowest errors over all methods are highlighted in yellow. lar error values, respectively. We highlight learning methods (i.e., models trained/tuned for the testing sensor) with gray in the shown tables. The reported results are taken from previous papers, except for the recent work in [1] , which was proposed for white balancing images saved in the sRGB color space. We modified [1] to work in the raw-RGB space by replacing the training polynomial matrices with the ground truth illuminant vectors. The shown results of [1] were obtained by using training data from a single camera sensor (i.e., sensor-specific) with the following settings: k = 15, σ = 0.45, m = 91, and c = 191. For the recent work in [10] , we include results of the unsupervised and tuned models. Our method performs better than all statistical-based methods and outperforms some sensor-specific learning methods. We obtain results on par with the sensor-specific state-of-the-art results in the NUS 8-Camera dataset ( Table 1) . We also examined our trained models on the Cube+ challenge [4] . This challenge introduced a new testing set of 363 raw-RGB images captured by a Canon EOS 550 D -the same camera model used in the original Cube+ dataset [6] . In our results, we did not include any image from the testing set in the training/validation processes. Instead, we used the same models trained for the evaluation on the other datasets (Tables 1-2). Table 3 shows the angular error and reproduction angular errors [24] obtained by our models and the top-ranked methods that participated in the challenge. Additionally, we show results obtained by other methods [1, 14, 21] . For [1] , we show the results of the ensemble model (i.e., averaged estimated illuminant vectors from the three-fold trained models on the Cube+ dataset). We report results of two trained models using our method. The first one was trained without ex- Table 4 : Angular errors on the INTEL-TUT dataset [3] . Methods highlighted in gray are trained/tuned for each camera sensor (i.e., sensor-specific models). The lowest errors are highlighted in yellow.
INTEL-TUT Dataset Gray-World [14]
Shadesof-Gray [21] 2nd-order Gray-Edge [47] PCA-based B/W Colors [16] 1st-order Gray-Edge [47] APAP using GW [2] WB-sRGB [ amples from Cube+ camera sensor (i.e., trained on all camera models in NUS and Gehler-Shi datasets). The second model was originally trained to evaluate our method on one camera of the NUS 8-Cameras dataset (i.e., trained on seven out of the eight camera models in NUS 8-Cameras dataset, the Cube+ camera model, and the Gehler-Shi camera models). The latter model is provided to demonstrate the ability of our method to use different camera models beside the target camera model during the training phase. More results of the Cube+ challenge are provided in the supplemental materials. We further tested our trained models on the INTEL-TUT dataset [3] , which includes DSLR and mobile phone cameras that are not included in the NUS 8-Camera, Gehler-Shi, and Cube+ datasets. Table 4 shows the obtained results by the proposed method trained on DSLR cameras from the NUS 8-Camera, Gehler-Shi, and Cube+ datasets.
Finally, we show qualitative examples in Fig. 5 . For each example, we show the mapped image I m in our learned intermediate space. In the shown figure, we rendered the images in the sRGB color space by the camera imaging pipeline in [35] to aid visualization.
Conclusion
We have proposed a deep learning method for illuminant estimation. Unlike other learningbased methods, our method is a sensor-independent and can be trained on images captured by different camera sensors. To that end, we have introduced an image-specific learnable mapping matrix that maps an input image to a new sensor-independent space. Our method relies only on color distributions of images to estimate scene illuminants. We adopted a compact color histogram that is dynamically generated by our new RGB-uv histogram block. Our method achieves good results on images captured by new camera sensors that have not been used in the training process.
